New SGA Government
Gets Student Approval
By Kathy Flynn

After two days of voting under-graduate students accepted the new Constitution in its entirety. Plushed Student Council members, who only three weeks ago had fears that their labor would be in vain, can now proclaim final victory.

Some of the changes provided for in the new Constitution will be in effect before the end of this academic year. Officials of major importance will be the coming elections.

During the week of May 1 the campus elections will be held. President, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer of the Student Government Association will be elected. The Student Government body is urged to vote in this election.

Nominations for the class offices will be held after the major campus election. Nominations for any class office will be placed in the respective class mailbox near room 115. If the nominators have the required academic average they will be classified as candidates and voted upon by their class May 15.

On the class level more officers than ever are opened to interested persons. Each class will elect a president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer. Old business will be completed and the induction of the new Student Government President will take place.

Reflections, Class History
In Review
"Reflections," the title of the senior class memory book, has for its theme, "Life is a song." This book, expected in early May, portrays the history of the class in photographs and prose.

Formal portraits of the seniors in light colored dresses and cand- id shots of the class at parties, policies, and other events, are accompanied with appropriate song titles, display the Barry life of the seniors. The portrait of each girl, the name, hometown and major of each girl.

A special wedding picture page shows the married girls of the class in their wedding gowns. The pictures were taken by Jordan Marsh.

The cover of the memory book includes the class colors of green and gold. The size has been changed from oblong to the standard yearbook size.

The seniors are planning a signing party some time after the books arrive. They are also interested in having their names engraved on the books.

The editors of the memory book are Michael Krayer and Margaret Wirth. The lay-out staf-f includes: Barbara Boyd, Eileen Daley, Sheila Denning, Rosemary Kallkn, Betty Perkins, Geraldine Paw- lowski, Ernestine Spezzano and Patricia Talbert, Sister Thomas Catherine is the moderator of the project.

Monsignor Holds Audience Spellbound
By Kathy Flynn

Of all the outstanding guests who gathered at Barry's Women's Conference in the name of the "Space Age" none had a more meaningful and a sincere message than Monsignor John J. O'Connor. Although he referred to himself merely as a "voice crying in the wilderness" preparing the way for the celebrated Astronaut and Mrs. Gordon, he nevertheless became a star in his own right.

For one hour Monsignor O'Connor held the feminine audience spellbound with his enchanting and thought provoking address that centered upon personal commitment.

Monsignor emphasized that a personal commitment to the cause of mankind is not present in all of us simply because we doubt our worth as persons.

Applying literary allusions to illustrate his meaning Monsignor invited his audience to examine the success of persons of Ulysses and Dante and the failures as persons of Othello and Willie Lehman.

The successful literary heroes were not because they were loved, they recognized their worth as persons and on this basis they could totally commit themselves. However, the unsuccessful literary heroes never felt their worth as persons, never felt that they were loved for themselves, and on this basis their lives became tragically meaningless.

Sharply connected with this idea of personal commitment is what Monsignor calls, "a profound theory of personality de- velopment." This theory asserts that the experiences, interpretations, and decisions of an infant will directly correspond and influen-cence that person's behavior in his adult life.

Whether that person, as an infant, "withdraws" from life or "joins the handwagon" that choice will have application in his future behavior. And whether the decision is to withdraw and

(Continued on Page 4)

Summer European Excursion
To Include Seven Countries
A 21 day excursion including 7 countries is scheduled for Barry's European tour this summer.

The tour, hosted by Sr. Elizabeth Ann, chairman of the history department, and Sr. Isabel Marie from the home economics department, will leave New York City on July 26.

The rate from New York, $776, covers all transportation expenses, hotel accommodations, continental breakfast and table-d'hote dinners. It also includes tours at the various points of interest with English-speaking guides.

The three weeks will be spent visiting capitol cities of Europe such as London, Paris, Rome and Dublin. Scheduled tours are planned for these and other stops with ample time for shopping and personal sight seeing. The group will return to New York August 16.

Anyone interested in the tour should contact either Sr. Elizabeth Ann or Sr. Isabel Marie.

CIVIL SERVICE
Mr. Czachowski, director of Civil Service, will speak on the Civil Service exam and job opportunities on Wednesday, April 26 at 11:00 A.M. in the Thompson Hall meeting room.

Monsignor John J. O'Connor and Pam McCluskey, chairman of the Women's Conference, share an amusing comment after the close of the 1967 Women's Conference.
Prestige Is The Key . . .

Now that the new constitution has been approved and passed by the student body, the forum to organize and complete campus elections begins. A problem, however, which does arise from the new plan, is the abundance of candidates which is needed from each class to fill the student government positions. Each class will literally be drained of qualified candidates. For instance, the present junior class must elect a possible 20-23 candidates for student government and class offices.

Statistics show that last year a total of thirty-four students could hold office in the student government. This figure included certain club and class officers. This year under the new constitution forty-six qualified students are needed to direct and coordinate campus activities. However, these are strictly executive council members, senators, and representatives.

Another problem, which was apparent last year, is the lack of co-operation among the students to throw their hats into the political ring. Many reasons are given for this slack — lack of required time, too much responsibility, not politically minded, lack of confidence in potential leadership.

However, the greatest factor affecting this decision is the little prestige given to prominent campus officers. Some girls devote themselves to their job accepting all the responsibility and trials. Few even bother to put them on the back. They are not recognized in any official fashion by the students. In fact, some students don't even know who the campus officers are.

It does not seem fair that students should be enticed to run for campus offices and yet, it is commonplace in any business. Even the President of the United States enjoys the pages that come with the office.

Let each girl be interested enough in her college to become involved in its government. Yet, let the college be interested enough in the students to acknowledge their potential leadership.

What The Press Missed . . .

The voice that felt it cried in the wilderness at the Woman's Conference last Saturday was very well heard by some of the people over there, the U.S. position, the press coverage of some controversial incidents. His audience was complimentary, sure.

What The Press Missed . . .

The ideas of Henry in his modern attire becomes clear as the prince and princess and the awareness of the King and his wives that they have been brought into history and affect men for centuries to come.

Everyone connected with the production deserves congratulations, especially those responsible for the make-up, costumes and set, and of course Miss Ritchie who directed the excellent job of casting and pulling together what must have been a difficult and challenging undertaking.

Use Zip Code For Faster Mail

Another gap in the world these days has opened up in the Post Office Department.

They call it the "Zip Gap." Postmaster General Lawrence F. O'Brien has called for a new information program designed to encourage more of the American public to use ZIP Code on their mail.

He stated that the volume of mail that pours through the U.S. Post Office is too much for an enor mous size that use of ZIP Code has become a necessity.

Yet, only half the letters mailed in national branches are now ZIP Code.

A Roper Survey has shown that the people who do not use ZIP Code are either unaware of its importance, or do not know how to find the ZIP Codes they need.

A ZIP Code books is available to all students and personnel in the post office in Thompson Hall.
More business will be done at home, and trips to the office will become infrequent. Men and women may have as many as four or five completely different careers during their lifetimes. Professional mothers will be available to care for the children of those women who wish to work outside the home.

In medicine, Mrs. Bassett predicted the development of vaccines for colds, cancer, and many other diseases. Organ transplants will be common. Vitamins and drugs will be used to combat mental diseases.

In education, knowledge will become instantaneous through the use of advanced communications systems. Up to one third of a person's lifetime may be spent in formal education. Teaching machines will help relieve the strain of overcrowded classrooms.

Mrs. Bassett predicted that Mrs. Gordon painted a fascinating and challenging picture of what our future life will be like. She emphasized that any benefits derived from these changes will depend on three conditions: man's flexibility, his ability to evaluate, and the value placed on individualism.

The changes most affecting women will take place in the home, according to Mrs. Bas­sett. Laser ovens will prepare home, according to Mrs. Bassett, an executive with Miljo Electronic Corporation, discussed the "myriad and profound changes" which will take place in a few years.

She emphasized that any benefits derived from these changes will depend on three conditions: man's flexibility, his ability to evaluate, and the value placed on individualism.

The changes most affecting women will take place in the home, according to Mrs. Bassett. Laser ovens will prepare home, according to Mrs. Bassett, an executive with Miljo Electronic Corporation, discussed the "myriad and profound changes" which will take place in a few years.

By this impressive wife of an astronaut. That makes her different. But Mrs. Gordon is more than that. This was her first major speech and she sat nervously on the stage waiting for her introduction to be completed. She wore a simple but attractive yellow dress she had made herself.

It was not long after Mrs. Gordon began her speech before she and her audience were at ease. It was just like old friends who had gathered for a chat.

I listened with interest as she described the effects space exploration will have on everyone. I laughed as she told us about her son who was so impressed because his friend's father was a "real live sheriff."

I heard the sound of whistles pass through the audience as she told of her South American tour. Her words were not elaborated but her message was clear. I found myself wiping a tear or two from my face as she described the dire poverty she had seen there.

How did an astronomer's wife feel about the recent Apollo accident? Mrs. Gordon told us that it was indeed a tragic thing which affected the entire community. She staunchly defended the space program, though, and added it should never be abandoned.

I watched her closely throughout the day. No matter who approached Mrs. Gordon, she was always gracious and smiling. Her father and charm emphasized all who met her.

Commander and Mrs. Gordon attracted a following wherever they went on campus. Their mechanism seemed to stem from the warmth and friendliness they possessed.

I attended a press conference Saturday morning and listened intently as Mrs. Gordon calmly handled the pointed questions thrown at her by the professional press.

One reporter asked Mrs. Gordon to comment on the abortion laws pending in many state legislatures. The reporter wanted her to divorce her answer from her religion. Mrs. Gordon firmly stated that she could not separate herself from her religion. She described abortion as murder and added she did not consider it legal under any circumstances.

Mrs. Gordon, the typical mother, frequently mentioned her six children. They are the full time job. When questioned whether any of her four sons wanted to follow in their famous father's footsteps, Mrs. Gordon replied that they have their own lives to live. She added that their eight year old son is the only one who shows any interest at the present in being an astronaut.

Mrs. Gordon is a great love that Mrs. O'Connor stressed in the morning of all they met. Her words were not elaborate, and added she should never be abandoned.

I watched her closely throughout the day. No matter who approached Mrs. Gordon, she was always gracious and smiling. Her father and charm emphasized all who met her.

Commander and Mrs. Gordon attracted a following wherever they went on campus. Their mechanism seemed to stem from the warmth and friendliness they possessed.

I attended a press conference Saturday morning and listened intently as Mrs. Gordon calmly handled the pointed questions thrown at her by the professional press.

One reporter asked Mrs. Gordon to comment on the abortion laws pending in many state legislatures. The reporter wanted her to divorce her answer from her religion. Mrs. Gordon firmly stated that she could not separate herself from her religion. She described abortion as murder and added she did not consider it legal under any circumstances.

Mrs. Gordon, the typical mother, frequently mentioned her six children. They are the full time job. When questioned whether any of her four sons wanted to follow in their famous father's footsteps, Mrs. Gordon replied that they have their own lives to live. She added that their eight year old son is the only one who shows any interest at the present in being an astronaut.
Music Society Hosts Workday

Barry's music department in cooperation with the Miami Chapter of the American Music Society sponsored a one day workshop on April 1st with emphasis on the techniques and performance of the recorder.

The workshop conducted by Morris Newman, internationally known virtuoso of the recorder, krummhorn, shawm and hautboy included such aspects as technique, tone, ornamentation, care of instrument and consort playing.

Mr. Newman has played with the New York Pro-Musica, City Center Opera, Kansas City Symphony and currently performs with the Renaissance Quartet, Festival Winds and the Bernard Krums in Concert. He has record with such companies as RCA, Columbia, Decca and Kapp.

Arnold Grayson, well-known to Miami musicians for his Recorder workshop assisted Mr. Newman at Barry.

Sister Alma Christa, O.P. of Barry's music department verified the success of the workshop stating, "I think that we were extremely fortunate to have a man of both international and national reputation on our campus to conduct this workshop."

Sister also disclosed that a number of workshop participants will be playing at the Spring Concert.

CONFERENCE HEARS LOVE THEME

(Continued from Page 1)

return to "an illusion of omnipotence" or to attempt to mature is strictly based upon the infant's belief that he is loved. "An infant will respond to the parent in direct proportion to the conviction that the parent loves him."

Monsignor related those vital decisions in infancy to present day psychological problems and demonstrated how most of them stem from a person's failure, at infancy and at present, to believe in his "inviolability."

"There is a strong tendency on the part of many of us to withhold ourselves as persons," Monsignor continued, "and much of this withholding tendency lies in the belief that we are intrinsically unworthy. Commitment makes us vulnerable and whenever you give yourself you risk being very seriously hurt."

This fear of rejection and the belief, conscious or unconscious, that we are incapable of being loved is the main stumbling block to total commitment. "Until we become convinced of our vulnerability it is impossible to function fully as persons and it is impossible to commit ourselves in any personal way."

Monsignor pointed out that love is the only restorative force.

When one is loved for himself there is a tremendous feeling of security and the loved person can commit himself because he believes that in giving himself he is giving something worthy. Monsignor concluded, "Commitment can become truly a personal affair only when we are no longer fearful about giving ourselves, because we believe that we are worthy persons truly loved."

In this opening address, Monsignor gave his attentive audience many compelling insights into the word "commitment." After his speech, enthusiastic applause gave testimony not only to Monsignor's brilliant and forceful address but also to the understanding that here is a man totally worthy and totally committed himself.

Monsignor pointed out that love is the only restorative force.

When one is loved for himself there is a tremendous feeling of security and the loved person can commit himself because he believes that in giving himself he is giving something worthy. Monsignor concluded, "Commitment can become truly a personal affair only when we are no longer fearful about giving ourselves, because we believe that we are worthy persons truly loved."

In this opening address, Monsignor gave his attentive audience many compelling insights into the word "commitment." After his speech, enthusiastic applause gave testimony not only to Monsignor's brilliant and forceful address but also to the understanding that here is a man totally worthy and totally committed himself.
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